Subject
Teacher
A2 Art & Design RFI

HW

A2 Biology 1

CWA

A2 Biology 2

ITA

Research how antibiotics work and hospital-acquired
infections arise, e.g. MRSA.
Research how antibiotics work and how hospital-acquired
infections arise, e.g. MRSA.
Research and make notes on the different types of buffers
in the body and in nature.
Research and make notes on the different types of buffers
in the body and in nature.

A2 Chemistry 1 SJO
A2 Chemistry 2 SRI
A2 DT

DWH

A2 English Lit

GOM/
NAS

A2 Geography

ALE

A2 History

A2 Maths
A2 IT

Continue to develop your own practice related to your
theme. Ensure all work is completed ready in preparation
for your tutorials-

Research into smart materials.
To do the explanations on the quotations based on Willy
Loman, from your revision booklet. To read and annotate
the W.B Yeats notes that you have been given.

Resource
Students have their own sketchbooks.

A2 textbook pages 106-111.
A2 textbook pages 106-111.
A2 textbook.
A2 textbook.
Edexcel A level Design and Technology text
book. Pages 43-45
Death of a Salesman Revision Booklet. W. B
Yeats notes.

To answer exam question related to earthquakes. To what Past paper question. Exercise book
extent are the management strategies effective in reducing
the impact of earthquakes.? (15)
1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nixon_shock
MHA/ RAL
2.
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/theInvestigate the series of economic measure taken by
nixon-shock-08042011.html
president Nixon which became known as the 'Nixon Shock' 3.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100014240531
11904007304576494073418802358.html
4.
M1: complete exercise 3G and 3H. C3: Read ahead on
Edexcel Mechanics 1 text book and Core 3
DGO/LSU 'Double Angle Formulae', P113-115. Make examples in your
Textbook.
own style. Ext: Ex 7B Q1-Q3
AME
Complete Review tasks on page 268 of your course
Course textbook
textbook.

A2 Physics
A2 Travel
Tourism

MHI
WMU

Selection of Past papers on Fred=BIL & fred=BEV
Use a developing tourism destination, such as Nepal,
Zimbabwe, Bhutan or Antarctica to evaluate current
methods used to raise awareness of the destination’s
brand identity and evaluate which missing method should
be employed next.

Email + print out
Textbook and www.travelweekly.com/FamTrips

